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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SHOCK' ES SiPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS IN CASCADE

D. R. Boldman,* A. E. Buggele,** and L. M. Shaw**
National Aeronaut?cs and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleteland, ON 44135

Abstract

Surface Mach number distributions, total pres-
sure loss coefficients, and schlieren images of the
flow are presented over a range of inlet Nun num-
bers and air angles. Several different trailing
edge geometries were tested. At design conditions
a leading edge separation bubble was observed re-
sulting in higher losses than anticipated. The
minimum losses were obtained at a negative inci-
dence condition in which the flow was accelerating
over most of the supercritical region. Relatively
minor differences in losses were measured with the
different trailing edge geometries studied.

Nomenclature

AVDR	 axial 
pp
vel

1
ocity density ratio,

r	 aiprfoil/cF^ord
M" Mach number

P pressure
Pei Reynolds number based on chord
s arc length
SP separation parameter, - edVe/Veds
V velocity
X.Y rectangular coordinates
al inlet air ang le relative to X-axis
eel difference between actual and design air

angles, s	 -aide
r stagger angle (see Pig.	 2)

boundary layer momentum thickness
i incidence angle (see Fig. 2)

density
t airfoil gap (see Fig.	 2)
W total pressure loss coefficient,

( Ptl - <Pt2>)/(Pt1 - P1)
<> mass-averaged quantity
Subscripts
I inlet conditions
2 exit conditions
des design condition
e edge of boundary layer
t total condition
x axial direction

I. Introduction

The application of supercritical wing theory to
the design of blades for turbomachinery is attrac-
tive because of the potential for improved effi-
ciency and increased flow range at low loss result-
ing from a shock-free flow field. Studies of
two-dimensional supercritical airfoils in cascade
constitute an important step in the verification of
design theory and improving our ovei-a" „auerstand-
ing of "shockless" transonic flow in turbow,chin-
ery. The present investigation represents such a
study whereby the experiments'i performance of a
linear cascade of tyro-dimensional supercritical
airfoils was determined for a range of inlet air
angles and Mach numbers.

An important aspect of this study was the util-
ization of a schlieren system for !low visualiza-
tion to determine whether the cascaded airfoils
were operating free of shocks in accordance with
theory. Strong evidence of shockless operation in

*Research Engineer, Associate Fellow
**Research Engineer, Member, AIM

a linear c>tscade h been provided by Staohens(1)
and Rechftr et. (1) un the basis of observed
Mach number distributions in conjunction with good
agreement between the experiment and supercritical
cascade theory. In the present investigation,
schlieren photographs are used to supplement the
observed Mach number distributions and total pres-
sure loss coefficients in order to provide visual
evidence of the quality of the shock-free flow
field associated with cascaded supercritical
airfoils.

The experiment was performed in the linear
transoni cascade facility described by Boldman
et.al.( 3) The cascade tunnel was originall y •-
signed for transonic flitter experiments with low
turning, highly staggered rotor type airfoils but
was modified for the present study in order to ac-
commodate airfoils with high turning, low stagger
angles. Such airfoils are representative of com-
pressor stator blades.

The airfoils used in this program were scaled
up from the coordinates for the mean section of a
supercritical compressor stator blade having ap-
proximately 35 * of turning.	 The airfoils were
designed by the method of Bauer, Garabedian, and
Kornrr4 (BGK) whereby the pressure distribution
on the airfoil surface is prescribes as part of the
input. This general design procedure, often re-
ferred to as an inverse method, has become recog-
nized because it can be used to generate airfoils
with high loading but without strong shocks and the
attendant losses.
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T1. Design Considerations

The general design procedure, which involved
the method of complex characteristics ano hodograph
transformation, has been well documented:( 4 . 5 )there-
fore only key elements of the method will be pre-
sented herein. The airfoils were designed to meet
specific inlet and exit flow conditions for the
stator row of ._ single-stage axial flow com-
pressor. In order to meet these boundary condi-
tions, 35 * of turning were required. An initial
surface Mach number distribution was prescribed and
the two-dimensional potential flow equations were
solved to generate an airfoil geometry consistent
with the boundary conditions. Viscous effects were
then introduced into the procedure to account for
the displacement thickness of the boundary layer.

In the boundary layer calculations used witn
the BGK design method, the laminar layer is ignored
and a turbulent layer is calculated starting from
designated locations on the suction and pressure
surfaces. These locations were determined for the
present design with n integral boundary layer cal-
culation by McNally.f6 ) A laminar-boundary layer
was calculated starting from the leading edge until
transition or separation was indicated. For the
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present study. separation was indicated before
transition et 35-percent chord on the suction
surface and at 11-percent .hord on the pressure
surface. Starting from these locations. the turbu-
lent boundary layer calculatior, to the trailing
edge was made within the BGK design ode using the
integral method of Nash-Macdonald. 	 To start
the turbulent boundary layer calculation used with
the 86K method, an initial boundary layer momentum
thickness Reynolds number of 320 was assumed. This
equals the minimum value expertm^,nylly observed
for a turbulent layer by Preston( 8 A Stra-- d 9)

separation parameter. SP. is used in the
Nash-Macdonald method to indicate turbulent bound-
ary layer separation. This separation parameter is
defined as

e dVe

SP - Y -ds
e

with the critical value for separation of 0.004.
The maximum value of SP allowed in the present de-
signs was a conservative value of about 0.003. The
inviscid and viscous flow analyses were repea':ed
until an acceptable airfoil shape was attained
within this limit.

Two basic airfoil geometries were studied in
the present experiment. The airfoils were designed
for different Reynolds numbers based on chord but
with all other conditions fixed. Consequently, the
only differ ace in calculated airfoil geometry was
the result of the influence of Reynolds number on
tnt turbulent boun d ary layer calculation. The
first airfoil was designed for a Reynolds number of

0.7 X 10fl corresponding to the value in a
single-stage compressor facility. This resulted in
an airfoil with a relatively thick trailing edge of
'. 4-percent chord. The second airfoil was designed
for a Reynolds number of 1.4 X 106 corresponding
to the no-ninal level in which the cascade experi-
ments were performed. This resulted in an airfoil

with a relatively thin trailing edge of 1.64-per-
cent chord. The difference in airfoil geometry in
the region from the start of the turbulent boundary
laver calculations to the trailing ed,e is due to
the smaller initial thickness of the boundary layer
for the higher Reynolds number airfoil. This fol-
lows from the previous discussion and the relation

s 320
x)Zz(

The initially thinner boundary layer is able to
negotiate more diffusion with the same value of the
separation parameter than the initially thicker
layer. The end result is a thinner airfoil as the
trailing edge is approached.

Both airfoils were tested in cascade but only
at the higher Reynolds number of 1.4 X 10 6. A
limited number of tests were also performed with
rounded and squared trailing edges to assess the
effect of trailing edge shape on the performance.
The airfoils and the design surface Mach number
distribution are shown in Figure 1 for the thick
trailing edge airfoil. This distribution is es-
sentially representative of the design for the thin
trailing edgy airfoil as well. Also shown are the
starting locations of the turbulent boundary layers
on each surface as previously discussed.

The design code based on the BGK method could
not be used for off-design calculations. At
off-design conditions the calculations were per-
formed using the inviscid analysis code

OSONIC.00) The results from the 86K and OSONTC
codes are compared in Figure 1 at design .cendi-
tias. Slight differences i n the suction surface
Mach number distributions are apparent near the 30
percent chord region. however over the remainder
of the airfoil the agreement between the twc mmeth-
ods is good.

The coordinate system and design conditions are
summarized in Fig. 2. All angles are measured rela-
tive to the X-axis. in the presentation of the
results, the inlet air angle will be given as a
difference all where

All - eI - lldes

Iii. Cascade Facility and Instrumentation

The experimental program was performed in a
transonic linear cascade facility which was origi-
nally designed for flutter experiments. This cas-
cade was reconfigured for the present experiments
as shown schematically in Fig. 3. In the original
flutter cascade, the inlet boundary layer was re-
moved with a suction system containing flush-
mounted perforated plates approximately one chord
length upstream of the airfoils. It was recognized
that this system alone would probably be inadequate
for the present program because the supercritical
airfoils had much greater turning and a lower
aspect ratio ! `. r n the airfoils used in the flutter
studies. Tue'efore two other independent suction
systems were added.

The first of these systems consisted f 0.32 cm
wide by 5.6+ cm long corner slots (P eacock (^ 1) ) which
extended over the downstream half of the suction
surface of each airfoil. The other system contain-
ed perforated plates between the airfoils to sup-
plement flow removal by the corner slots. These
two suction systems were separated by partitions as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Experience revealed that the
perforated plate, which originally encompassed the
full blade-to-blade gap, introduced undesirable
disturbances which influenced the wake measure-
ments. After a number of iterations it was learneo
that a triangular passage shape in conjunction with
the corner slots produced the best end well bound-
ary sayer control based on wake measurements from
the combination probe. The triangular passage,
shown in Fig. 4(a), was obtained by applying me-
tallic tape over a portion of the perforated suc-
tion flow passage. Ambient air was drawn through
the cascade by a continuous-flow exhaust system
operating at a nominal pressure of 27.6 kPa.

The free stream turbulence level approximately
1.5 chord lengths upstream of the leading edge of
the blade row was nominally 0.6 percent at Mach
numbers up to 0.4. Turbulence measurements were
not made at higher Mach numbers because of the com-
plications associated with compressibility effects-
however the turbulence intensity at higher Mach
numbers is expected to be about the same. Flow
rates were controlled by two downstream throttle
valves. All of the suction systems for boundary
layer control were also coupled to this exhaust
system through a series of independent manifolds
and valves.

The cascade had an airfoil gap T of 11.7 cm
which was fixed by the existing end walls. This
gap, in conjunction with the required Resign solid-
ity (C/T) of 0.91. yieldeo a chord of 10.7 cm.
With this chord and an end wall spacing of 9.7 cm.
the airfoil aspect ratio (span to chord) was 0.91.

In the flow visualization phase of the experi-
ment, the back perforated end wall in the central
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passage of the cascade was replaced with a 0.64-cm,-
thick mirror as shown in fig. 4(b). An optical
quality glass window was installed in the other end
wall. The mirror and window contained the corner
Slot for bounndory layer suction; however, the tri-
angular passage could not be used. This did not
seriously compromise the flow visualization study
t-cause the corner slots produced the most effect-
i: 1 mechanism for end wail boundary control. The
w ndow and mirror arrangement constituted part of a
double-pass schlieren system which is shown sche-
matically in Fig. S. Images of the flow field were
recorded on 70 mm film while operating the light
source in a pulsed mode.

Pressures from rows of wall static taps up-
stream and downstream of the cascade were monitored
as part of the procedure to establish periodicity
in the cascade. The pressure taps were spaced 2.92
cm apart in the tangential direction (25 percent of
the blade spacing). The rows of taps were located
0.13 and 0.34 chord lengths in the axial direction
upstream and downstream of the airfoils,
respectively.

Static pressures were measured at 15 positions
on the suction surface of one airfoil and at 10
positions on the pressure surface of another air-
foil. These two airfoils were arranged so that the
pressures corresponding to the flow in the central
blade passage were measured.

Additional static pressure taps were included
in all of the boundary layer bleed passages, the
tailboards, and the side walls. These pressures
were monitored as part of the procedure to estab-
lish periodicity in the cascade.

A combination probe was located one-half chord
length downstream of the cascade as shown in Fig,
1. This probe measured the local values of total
and static pressure as well as a differential pres-
sure related to the flow angle as it was traversed
in the tangential direction. These measurements
were used to establish periodicity on the basis of
blade-to-blade wake consistency at the centerline
of the flow channel. The local values of total and
static pressure were used to calculate the local
Mach number. These local quantities were
mass-averaged over the central passage to give the
exit Mach number, total pressure. and flow angle.
Other exit parameters such as the axial velocity
density ratio (AVDR) were computed from these
mass-averaged primary variables.

The total instrumentation system included over
200 channels of pressures and temperatures which
were recorded with a system of micro-processors
coupled to a dedicated mini-computer. Most of the
pressures including end wall and airfoil static
pressures were connected to a scanivalve system
containing four 48-channel units scanning in par-
allel at a rate of 7 samples per second. The re-
mainder of the pressures, including reference
values for the scanivalve system and pressures from
the downstream combination probe, were recorded
through a system of signal conditioners and pres-
sure transducers. Research and graphic CRT dis-
plays were used to expedite tuning of the cascade
and provide on-line performance data. An X-Y
plotter was used to monitor the output from the
exit combination probe during the tuning process.
Upon completion of the tuning, the combination
probe was traversed in a stepwise mode over one
blade gap in the center of the cascade to provide
the exit flow conditions. Detailed flow calcula-
tions were performed with an IBM 370 computer which
provided on-line performance data from the pres-
sures on the airfoil and combination probe.

IV. Test Procedure

Special procedures were required in order to
determine the inlet Mach number and flow angle.
Both of these quantities Misre bawd on measurements
obtained 0.13 to 0.15 chord lengths upstream of the
cascade. The flow field is highly wn-uniform in
this region because of the close proximity to the
airfoils. therefore it was necessary to determine
the inlet conditions b an indirect method in-
volving the voerimental pressure measurements in
combination with the calculated potential flow
field. In this procedure, the inlet huh number
was based on the inlet total pressure and an aver-
age of five wall static pressures across the cen-
tral blade passage whereas the flow angle was de-
termined from the average angle provided by three
null-type flow angle probes.

The inlet air angle did not generally coincide
with the settingangle of the hinged inlet walls.
The upstream end wall bleed system had a strong
influence on the inlet air angle causing differ-
ences of up to 5' between inlet setting angle and
air angle. Therefore it was difficult to deter-
mine, &priori, the inlet flow angle on the basis of
the inlet setting angle. In order to approach the
design and minimum loss conditions, data were ob-
tained for a number of inlet setting angles with
the actual flow angle determined from the flow
angle probes. in this way. the exact design value
of inlet air angle (ael . 0) was not obtained;
however a value of a#I very close to design was
achieved (i.e., ae . -0.4 * ). Details of the
method of determining the inlet Mach number and air
angle are presented in the Appendix.

V. Results and Discussion

In the following presentation of surface Mach
number distributions. the values of AVDR and total
pressure loss'coefficient w will be given in the
figures. AVOR, which is a measure of the flow
blockage across cascaded airfoils, can be expresses
as

AVDR , °21X2

°11X1

A number of investigators( 12-14 ) have indicated
the importance of AVDR in interpreting cascade
data. Since AVDR is based on simple continuity
considerations, it includes the effects of physical
blockage due to such things as contracting end
walls and/or thick trailing edge airfoils as well
as the displacement effect of the boundary layer on

these surfaces. The value of AVDR would be unity
for a two-dimensional inviscid flow over airfoils
having sharp trailing edges. For two-dimensional
inviscid flow over thick trailing edge airfoils the
AVDR would be slightly greater than unity as a re-
sult of the blockage imposed by the thickness of
the trailing edge. AVOR can be controlled by vary-
ing the end wall suction in the cascade; however in
the present study it was more practical to optimize
the suction at the design Mach number and perform
the off-design tests without altering the suction
valve settings. The optimum suction condition was
established on the basis of blade-to-blade wake
consistency combined with wake minimum pressure
loss as determined from X-Y plots of the pressure
from the combination probe. The values of AVOR,
which were determined from the combination probe
measurements, varied from about 1.03 to 1.09 over
the Mach number range of 0.7 to O.B.
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A measure of the performance of the cascade is
given by the total pressure loss coefficient, w,
where

p̂ tl - "̂ p̂ t2'.
W . t

r 1 - r1

The mass averaged value Ot2> in this equation
was obtained from the combination probe located at
the centerline of the cascade. This probe tra-
versed over the central blade passage at a distance
of one-half chord length downstream'of the trailing
edge of the airfoils.

Surface Mach Numbers and Loss Coefficients Near
Oesi n on	 ,ono_The experiment al ac numer

s ri u ions are presented for the thin trailing
edge airfoil operating at both the near-design in-
let air angle (esl . -0.4 0 ) and at the minimum
loss angle (aal . -2.5 * ) for inlet Mach numbers
of 0.70, 0.75, and 0.80 in figs. 6 and 7, respec-
tively. A region of supersonic flow extends from
about the 5 percent chord point to the 50 percent
chord point for all of these inlet Mach numbers.
The results for the suction surfaceat eat .
-0.4' (Fig. 6(a)) do not reveal the flat distribu-
tion of Mach number in the supersonic region that
would be expected on the basis of the 86K design
theory. This hehavior was attributed to the pre-
sence of a long laminar separation bubble commenc-
ing near the 10 percent chord location. This was
confirmed by observing the surface flow patterns as
alcohol was injected into the static pressure
taps. This separation bubble persisted despite
attempts to eliminate it by varying the relative
amounts of boundary layer suction upstream and
within the blade passage.

When the inlet air angle was changed to provide
a more negative incidence angle (eau - -2.5*),
the flow tended to accelerate in much of the super-
sonic region and the presence of the strong separ-
ation bubble was not as apparent. This is especial-
ly evident in the profile for M1 . 0.75, shown in
Fig. 7(a). Also the total pressure loss coefficient
at this condition was lower than the corresponding
value at aal . -0.4' (Fig. 6(a)) where early
separation was observed on the suction surface..

Mach number distributions corresponding to air-
foils with thick and thin trailing edges are shown
in Fig. 8 for the design value of inlet Mach number
and the minimum-loss inlet air angle. Although
some differences in the data are apparent, the
basic features which were described previously are
evident. The data presented in Fig. 8(a) were ob-
tained by first testing the thick trailing edge
airfoil throughout the range of parameters. The
thin airfoil cascade was then installed and the
tests were performed in a similar manner.

The differences in the Mach number distribu-
tions shown in Fig. 8(a) are attributed to a sen-
sitivity of the flow to small differences in air
angle and suction flow resulting from independent
tests of the two cascades. In order to minimize
these types of errors, the experiment was rerun by
first testing the thin trailing edge airfoil at a
fixed suction flow and geometric arrangement and
then repeating the tests with the thick trailing
edge airfoil. In this latter case the thick trail-
ing edge was formed by adding a contoured wedge
section of balsa to the thin airfoils while fixed
in position in the cascade. The results shown in
Fig. 8(b) reveal that the trailing edge thickness
indeed had a negligible influence on the Mach num-
ber distributions. This was also observed at the

near-design inlet a:- angle of All .
The total pressure loss coeff icient W46 only

slightly higher with the thick trailing edge air-
foils. The loss coefficient for the thick trailing
edge airfoil was nominally 0.049 compared to a val-
ue of 0.040 for the thin trailing edge airfoil as
indicated in Fig. S.

Another aspect of this study cone~ the
effect of trailing edge geometry on the perform.
ante. The original airfoil, which had a squared
trailing edge, was modified by adding a round
trailing edge of balsa. The results for these two
trailing edge geometries, shown in Fig. 9, reveal
only a small influence of the trailing edge shape
on the suction surface Mach number distributions
and a slightly higher total pressure loss coeffi-
cient with the round trailing edge configuration.
Similar results were obtained with the thin trail-
ing edge airfoils.

Loss Coefficients over a Range of Inlet Mach
Numbers an	 rn es. o a pressure 	co-
! c ens or e	 n trailing edge airfoil are
presented as a function of inlet air angle and in-
let Mach number in Fig. 10. The minimum loss condi-
tion at the design inlet Mach number occurred at an
air angle of about -2.5% The minimum loss point
shifts slightly to more positive incidence angles
as the inlet Mach number increases. Minimum losses
at the design Mach number were about 0.04. Slight-
ly higher loss coefficients were obtained with the
thick trailing edge airfoil as noted by the shaded
symbols in Fig. 10.

The loss coefficients at the minimum loss inlet
air angle are plotted as a function of Mach number
in Fig. 11. The lowest losses were obtained with
the thin trailing edge airfoil. Slightly higher
losses accompanied the thick rounded edge airfoil
relative to the squared edge airfoil; however the
differences over most of the Mach number range are
small.

Flow Visualization.	 In order to use the
schlieren System 	he corner slot suction sys-
tem was reta i ned as shown in Fig. e(b). The Mach
number distribution with only the slot suction sys-
tem (and schlieren system) was essentially the same
as the results obtained with the full suction sys-
tem as shown in Fig. 12. It is believed that the
good agreement exists because in the full suction
system mos+ of the end wall flow was removed by the
corner slots. Excessive flow through the perfor-
ated passage bleed adversely affected the wake
measurements by introducing what appeared to oe

secondary flow. Consequently, very little flow was
removed from the perforated plate passages. The
observed sensitivity of the wake behavior to the
amount of passage bleed flow is believed to be re-
lated to the small aspect ratio of the cascade.

Schlieren photographs of the flow over tLe thin
trailing edge airfoil are shown in Fig. 11. The
first series of schlieren images (Figs. 13(a) to
(d)) were obtained at various inlet Mach numbers
for the minimum loss inlet air angle of _2.5%
Figure 13(e) shows the flow field at the design
Mach number and the near-design inlet air angle of
-0.4' corresponding to the conditions in which a
laminar separation bubble was observed near the
leading edge.

Figures 13(a) (Mi. 0.70) and 13(b) (MI . 0.73)
show weak shocks near midchord and no evidence of
boundary layer separation on the suction surface.
Low loss levels, which would be expected at these
conditions, wore indeed obtained as shown in Figure
11 where w . 0.024 and 0.032 for M l . 0.70 and
0.73, respectively. Also there was no evidence of

4
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separation based on the surface Mach number distri-
butions shown in Fig. 7.

In Figure 13(c) (Ml. 0.75) the shocks near mid.
chord are not much different from those shown in
Figs. 13(s) and (b), but at this slightly higher
Mach number there is a definite indication that
the boundary layer separates just downstream of the
shock. In Figure 13(d) (M1 . 0.80) a more ex-
tensive and probably stronger shock array is evi-
dent resulting in a somewhat thicker separated re-
gion. As expected, the losses at these Mace num-
bers are higher; w . 0.04 and 0.10 for M1 . 0.75
and 0.80. respectively. The large differences in
these losses is not apparent from the schlieren
images alone. However the surface Mach number dis-
tributions in Fig. 7 suggest an appreciable in-
crease in loss for the case in which M1 . 0.80
relative to that for M1 . 0.75 because of the
early flattening of the surface Mach numbers near
50-percent chord.

The image shown in Fig. 13(e) (141 . 0.75
and sa l . -0.4') is similar to that of Fig.
13(c) except for the additional leading edge shocks
which do not appear to separate the boundary
layer. However from Figs. 6 and 7, substantial
differences in the surface Mach number distribu-
tions are apparent with an early separation of the
turbulent boundary layer near 60-percent chord for
the conditions in Fig. 13(e) and no apparent sepa-
ration for the conditions in Fig. 13(c). This is
confirmed by the losses; w - 0.040 (Fig. 13(c))
and 0.086 (Fig. 13(e)).

V'. Experimental and Computed Surface
Mach u er oistributions

The surface Mach number distribution from the
BGV two-dimensional code is compared to the experi-
mental distribution for the near-design air angle
and design Mach number in Fig. 6. The observed
suction surface Mach numbers are lower than the
design values in the supercritical region and high-
er over much of the downstream suction surface.
This departure from the design distribution is not
Surprising in view of the observed premature lamin-
ar separation described previously. This laminar
boundary layer separation conceivabily produced a
thick turbulent boundary layer which appeared to
separate near the 60 percent chord point.

The OSONIC inviscid analysis code was used to
predict the surface Mach number distribution at the
off-design condition of minimum loss. The calcula-
tions were performed by assuming that laminar sepa-
ration occurred at the 10-percent chord point. The
airfoil shape was adjusted to account for the dis-
placement thickness associated with the turbulent
boundary layer which developed downstream of the
assumed laminar separation point. The AVDR effect
was also included in the analysis. The agreement
in the overall shape between the calculated and
experimental distributions is good as shown in
Fig. 7. In this case the experimental and predicted
distributions do not indicate turbulent boundary
separation. As stated earlier, the loss coeffi-
cient for this case was less than half the value
for the near-design case described above.

VII. Concluding Remarks

The results of this study indicate that it is
difficult to experimentally establish transition on
an airfoil having a *flat-roof-top" supersonic Mach
number distribution as shown in Fig. 1. The satis-
factory performance of such an airfoil depends

critically upon thl transitional behavior of the
boundary layer which, in turn, depends on several
factors such as Remolds number, surface ro"kness,
turbulence intensity, and AM. Surfacess
and turbulance intensity are not considered 0tthe
boundary layer prediction method by McNatty(6)
used herein. The results of this study suggest
that a compatibility of experiment and theory might
be realized if the transition point can be estab-
lished with certainty. From a practical stand-
point, this might be achieved by designing the air-
foils with an accelerating Mach number distribution
in the supercritical region similar to the distri-
butions shown in Fig. 7 where the best performance
was obtained.

A similar conclusion can be draw from the
supercritical airfoqil experiments of Stephens(')
and Rechter et.at.t 2) which were both performed
in the OFVIR cascade. The results of Stephens show
a theoretical design surface Mach number distri-
bution which is very similar to the present one
shown in Fig. 1 (86K). Yet there was no evidence
of a separation bubble near the leading edge and
loss levels were low (w . 0.02). It is conceivable
that the results of Stephens differed so much from
the present results because his observed surface
Mach number distribution did not match the theoret-
ical distribution in the leading edge region.
Stephens attributed this to variations in the blade
geometry as manufactured. The airfoils used in the
present study were fabricated with a close toler-
ance and consequently were geometrically nearly
perfect in the leading edge region.

In the Rechter et.al .( 2 ) experiments the min-
imum total pressure loss coefficient at design cooi-
ditions was about 0.05 for the flat-roof-top design
(similar to the level measured in the present
study). By altering the design surface Mach number
distribution to permit acceleration over most of
the supercritical region, the losses were reduced
to about half the values obtained with the original
design.

APPENDIX
Determination of in e	 r ngle and Mach Number

The inlet air angle was determined from a com-
bination of potential flow theory and the measure-
ments from null-type probes located at the same
relative tangential locations for three consecutive
blade gaps. The potential flow calculations were
performed at aal . 0.0' and •2.0 * to provide a
map of inlet air angle as shown typically in Fig.
14 for the design condition. Each probe provided
the flow angle at a point along the arc generated
by the tip as it was rotated to attain a balance in
pressure (null condition). By choosing the tangen-
tial location of each probe relative to the blade
gap as shown in Fig. 14, the arc in which the local
angle was measured passes through a region in which
flow angle variations are small. A plot of the
difference between the indicated and theoretical
flow angles as a function of indicated flow angle
was established for each value of aal. The in-
dicated flow angles corresponding to a zero differ-
ence between the indicated and theoretical flows
along the arc of measurement were then crossplotted
to yield a linear variation of the actual flow
angle one chord length upstream of the cascade as a
function of indicated angle from the probe.

Similar potential flow calculations indicated
that the inlet Mach number one chord length up-
stream of the cascade could be obtained from the
ratio of the average value of static pressure from
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five equally spaced pressure taps across the center
passage to the total pressure. The five static
pressure taps were located 0.13 C upstream of the
blade row as shownin Fig. 14. The inlet Mach null..
bar was computed as a function of this pressure
ratio using the isentropic flow relationships for a
perfect gas.
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(a) AD  - -2.50 ; M 1 - 0.70; u - 0.024

IDIAD 1 --2.50 ; M1.0.13;u-0.032.

► c ► AD 1 - -2.50 ; M 1 - 0.75; u - 0.040.

Idl AD 1 - -2. 5°; M 1 - 0.80; u- 0.100.

lel AD, - -0.40 ; M 1 - 0.75; u- 0.086.

Figure 13. - Schlieren images of flow over one
airfoil in cascade.
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